Abnormal fibroblast aging and DNA replication in the Werner syndrome.
Cell and DNA replicative potentials were studied in 10 strains of skin fibroblasts from unrelated patients with the Werner syndrome (WS) and in a progeric CRL 1277 strain. The lifespans of all WS strains and of CRL 1277 cells are greatly abbreviated in vitro, due to large fractions of non-cycling cells and the basic process of progressive clonal attenuation during Phase II. In some WS strains, the population-doubling rate per day and the cloning efficiency fluctuated concurrently in random fashion during the cellular aging process, indicating alternating successions of adaptively well and poorly growing clones, probably resulting from various chromosome translocations. No detectable defect in excision repair was found in WS or CRL 1277 cells. However, the rate of increase in the molecular weight of pulse-chased DNA involving overall rates of chain elongation and replicon fusion was retarded in WS and CRL 1277 cells. Also, pulse-labelled DNA in WS fibroblasts was less enriched in the nuclear matrix and was more slowly chased out than in normal cells. These results led us to postulate a misfiring or delayed initiation due to the sticky attachment of replicating DNA to the nuclear matrix in the replisomes of WS fibroblasts. A suggested model for abnormal DNA replication is presented and discussed to explain the loss of DNA and the chromosome abnormalities in WS cells. The abnormal DNA-synthetic profiles so derived appeared to be normalized in SV40-transformed PSV811 (WS) cells as were in gamma ray-transformed wild-type WI38CT-1 cells.